Hybrid manufacturing (HM), which combines additive manufacturing (AM) and subtractive manufacturing (SM) operations in a single machine is gaining popularity among engineers because of its capability of leveraging the advantages of both processes. As a result, a part with complex geometries and organic designs can be manufactured with the desired surface finish with minimal setup. However, there is a need for choosing the correct manufacturing method for a given product and developing the optimum process plan. This paper presents a novel approach for decision making between the three manufacturing processes, along with an optimal part division methodology for HM. The proposed process plan minimizes geometric complexities and optimizes the manufacturing resources. A novel metric, called complexity score, has also been developed for quantifying the part's geometric complexities which includes various parameters based on Design for Manufacturing (DFM) rules. The proposed methodology will be useful for detecting potential manufacturing difficulties before the actual fabrication of a product and identifying the best manufacturing process for fabrication. Three case studies representing different manufacturing methods are presented for validating the practical application of the research.
Introduction
The prime focus of today's industry is to launch a new product in the market in the shortest possible time. DFM is an approach by which the total development time is significantly reduced and it plays a key role in any product development process. It is used to predict manufacturing constraints, time, and costs during early design phase and also helps find solutions to minimize or eliminate some of these difficulties [1] . The salient concepts of DFM for additive and subtractive processes are used in this paper to form the basis of decision making.
Additive manufacturing processes fabricate a part using a layer-by-layer material addition approach. With the availability of AM, designers can now produce highly complex parts with applications ranging from the aerospace industry to the medical industry. However, there are some inherent limitations to additive manufacturing, for example, cusp height error due to layering results in low surface finish [2] . Subtractive manufacturing refers to conventional manufacturing processes such as milling and turning operations, which realize a part by removing material from a blank of the required material. Subtractive machines produce parts with good surface finish, however the throughput of these processes is low compared to additive manufacturing process when it comes to complex geometries. Moreover, there are manufacturability constraints for different SM processes. A common example for milling process is the recommendation to use clearance between part features so that large cutters can be used to increase material removal rate [3] . Hybrid manufacturing machines, which have material removing tools as well as additive manufacturing tools, provide a good compromise between AM and SM. This opens an entirely new domain for engineers who can use hybrid machines to compensate the manufacturing limitations of both additive and subtractive processes to produce a net shaped part as quickly as possible.
However, this presents the necessity of optimal process planning and decision making of part decomposition for AM and SM to optimize the manufacturing resources and time and minimize geometric complexities. This paper provides a process planning approach to decide on the correct manufacturing method based on geometric complexities of the part. This method can be incorporated in a cost model to check whether investments for new manufacturing facilities are justifiable based on the product portfolio of an industry.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next section presents previous research carried out in AM, SM, HM, and decision making procedures between these processes. In subsequent sections, methodologies to identify important DFM parameters and combining them to calculate complexity score are explained. Various case studies are also presented to demonstrate practical applications of the process plan developed in this paper. The paper concludes with the summary and directions for future work.
Literature Review
The motivation to introduce additive deposition heads in CNC machines to create HM machines is to improve part quality and reduce processing time. With commercially available machines and CAM software [4] [5] [6] , hybrid manufacturing can play an important role towards integrating additive processes in the manufacturing industry. This section presents an overview of the literature available on hybrid manufacturing, design for manufacturing rules and decision making between AM and SM.
Hybrid Manufacturing
Hybrid manufacturing in the form of laser cladding and milling operations was used by Jeng and Lin [7] to maintain accurate dimensions and smooth surface finish for mold fabrication. Karunakaran et al. [8] demonstrated hybrid manufacturing on a single machine by retrofitting a welding process representing additive manufacturing on a CNC machine which represented subtractive manufacturing. Manogharan et al. [9] introduced a new method called AIMS (Additive system Integrated with subtractive MethodS). It uses sacrificial support structure which not only supports overhangs in additive manufacturing but also acts as a fixture during subtractive manufacturing. Economic models of hybrid manufacturing were presented by Gunther et al. [10] and Manogharan et al. [11] .
